
American Art — Museum Assignment 2     due Tuesday 7 December (hard copy in class)
** Be sure to get and save your museum admission ticket and attach it to your paper when you turn it in **

Museum Assignment 2 consists of an examination of American artists' turn to 'the modern,' either in style (going 
beyond the traditional realism of Copley through Eakins), or in subject (reflecting the new urban spaces and ex-
periences), or both.  Each of the following works at the MFA is modern in one or both of these ways:
• Archibald Motley, Cocktails, 1926 (Gallery 102) 
• Loïs Mailou Jones, Main Entrance, 1946 (Visitor Center, Gallery 130.10)
• Beauford Delaney, Greene Street, 1940 (Visitor Center, Gallery 130.10)
• Walter Augustus Simon, 715 Washington Street, Greenwich Village, 1947 (Visitor Center, Gallery 130.10)
• Allan Rohan Crite, Tire Jumping in front of my window, 1936-47 (Visitor Center, Gallery 130.10)
• Glackens, Italo-American Celebration, 1912 (Gallery 226)
• Prendergast, The Pretty Ships, 1895-97 OR Sunset, 1915-18 (Gallery 227)
• Whistler, Nocturne in Blue and Silver: The Lagoon, 1879-80 (Gallery 228)
• O'Keeffe, Grey Wash Forms, 1936 OR In the Patio no IV, 1948 (Gallery 326)
• Marguerite Zorach, Whippoorwills, 1917 (Gallery 326)
• Helen Torr, Evening Sounds, 1925-30 (Gallery 326)
Choose one of the above as your 'featured work' and analyze it thoroughly: what is modern about it and why? 
Try to account for all of the artist's choices of subject-matter and form/style (use of line, shape, color, value, 
brushwork, composition, and so on). To help with this analysis, choose a second American work currently on 
view at the MFA that makes a good compare/contrast to your featured work in subject and/or style. For exam-
ple, contrast a realistic city-scape with a modern city-scape, or a realistic landscape with a modern landscape, or 
two ways of approaching a modern city-scape. Both works can be from the above list, or your second work can 
be any American work created between around 1850 and 1940 that is currently on view at the MFA.
The Requirements
It should probably take about 3-4 pages to do a thorough job.  Type with at least 1½ spacing and at least 1 inch 
margins so I can make comments.  And please spell-check and even more importantly proofread!
You may need to do some minimal research, but this is mostly a looking and thinking project based on ideas 
discussed in class, not a research assignment.  Do your own analysis and use your own words.  Do not copy or 
closely paraphrase any outside source such as books, museum labels, catalogs, or the internet.  Doing so will 
result in an automatic zero, and if particularly egregious will be reported to the Dean.
Your grade will be based on the following factors:
✓ Your choice of works.  Don't choose either work just because you like it:  choose works that make a 

good compare/contrast around the ideas and issues of modernity that we have been discussing.
✓ Evidence that you have seen the works in person this semester.  This involves (1) turning in the museum 

admission ticket with your papers, and (2) describing details of the works that can only be seen in per-
son, such as the size/scale of the work, fine details, the brushwork, the surface texture, etc.

✓ Your thesis statement.  No need to get fancy, but it should be deal with the theme of modernity. State a 
clear thesis in your first paragraph, and concentrate your entire paper on supporting/exploring it.  

✓ Your analysis of the works, which should be specific, thorough, and directly relevant to your thesis.  
How do the artists' choices of subject-matter and form/style relate to (embrace, reject, ignore) modernity 
and contribute to the meaning of the works?  On the back of this sheet are some things to consider.

✓ Your incorporation of the ideas we have talked about in class.  As relevant to the work and your thesis, 
use the terms and concepts you have learned, discuss the historical context, and so forth.  

✓ Your writing.  Without good organization, grammar, and spelling your reader will not understand your 
ideas.  In general, write as though you were explaining the works and ideas to someone who has not tak-
en this class:  I will grade the papers based on how well I think such a person would understand the 
works and ideas from your paper. 



Here are some issues to think about:

Of course, depending on your thesis and the works you choose these issues will be more or less important, and 
hopefully you will notice other things than just these, but you should at least consider the following:

• How does your 'featured' work engage with modernity in subject matter?  Think about how the American vis-
ual environment and experience changed due to industrialization, urbanization, and so on. 

• How does the work engage with (or evade) the modern social issues of its time?  Think about social class/
privilege/poverty, race, gender, immigration, and so on.

• How does the work engage with modernity in style? After being very attached to realistic styles for 100+ 
years, American artists in the late-19th and early-20th century began to embrace radical new styles, ranging 
from Impressionism and Aestheticism to full-on abstraction.  How far does your featured work depart from 
the naturalistic appearances of the objects and scenes it represents? 

• Analyze the work's formal qualities closely, including its use of color (dull, garish, pastel, natural, artificial?), 
composition (grid-like, chaotic, focused, scattered, horizontal, vertical?), shapes (geometric, organic, flowing, 
large, small?), edges (fuzzy, crisp, smooth, jagged?), space (flat, shallow, deep?), brushwork (smooth, painter-
ly, delicate, blunt?), etc. (All of these adjectives are just examples, not exhaustive of the possibilities; find 
your own words to describe your chosen works.) What feelings do these formal elements convey, and how do 
those feelings relate to the subject matter the artist is depicting, if any?

• Does the work relate to any of the movements we have been talking about in class, such as Aestheticism, Im-
pressionism, the Ashcan School, Cubism, Futurism, etc.?  How so, if so?  What were the general characteris-
tics and aims of these movements, and how does the work relate to these characteristics and aims?

• How does your second work compare and/or contrast to your featured work across the above issues and char-
acteristics?  As relevant, directly compare/contrast the subject matter of the two works, their respective use of 
color, depiction of space, use of brushwork, engagement with social issues, and so on.  (Choose your second 
work carefully to make interesting and informative comparison/contrasts!)

Don't hesitate to email me at ccramer@suffolk.edu if you would like 
to run your ideas and/or works past me.
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